Heritage Senior Center

Trip Revisions II

4/12/19

Registration for all trips start at 8 a.m. the 3rd Monday of each month in person and on-line. Registration closing dates will vary for each trip, depending on number needed, purchased tickets, please refer to the newsletter for all details.

1. Must be a current HSC Member when registering for trips
2. Payment due upon registration
3. Due to high demand of HSC trips it is suggested that all members limit themselves to signing up for no more than half of the trips offered that month.
4. No refunds or credits unless the trip does not make or if a cancellation is made by HSC
5. HSC reserves the right to prohibit any individual from participating in outings
6. All participants must have their own transportation to and from HSC
7. Trip Participants must note departure and return times and plan accordingly. It is advised to not take trips if transportation is not confirmed to and from HSC
8. Please note times of departure and return may not be exact due to unpredictable circumstances such as weather, traffic, vehicle issues
9. Always note the amount of walking for each trip, as some trips have more than others.
10. Members may only sign up themselves for all trips.